PART 45 - GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

45.101 Definitions.

“Property Administrator” See 1.670.

“Stock Provided to Vendor (SPTV)” is SAP terminology that identifies and tracks items or components issued to DLA Distribution or a contractor for assembly or modification to make an end-item. Examples include items or components required for kits, uniforms, MREs, and government furnished material.

“Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)” is used to characterize various programs in which Government-owned property is managed by the contractor.

45.103 General.

45.103-70 Furnishing Government Property to Contractors.

(1) The product specialist makes the determination and documents the requirement in the Material Master. The requirement will be identified on the PR.
45.105 Contractors’ Property Management System Compliance.
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45.602 Reutilization of Government property.

45.602-2 Reutilization Priorities.